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n addition to grappling with the turmoil in the finan-
cial markets and the economic slowdown, one of the 
critical questions confronting the new administration 
will be how best to address the challenges facing low-

income communities. The current mortgage crisis threatens 
to reverse the past two decades of neighborhood reinvest-
ment, as communities across the country are reeling with the 
negative spillover effects from concentrated foreclosures, 
including abandoned homes and storefronts, declining mu-
nicipal budgets and attendant cuts in social programs, and 
the loss of jobs associated with economic decline. Address-
ing these challenges will require a comprehensive approach 
that strategically targets resources to community needs. But 
which policies are the most effective in helping to bring re-
vitalization to disinvested neighborhoods? Should policies 
be structured as tax credit programs, block grants, or vouch-
ers? And should the mix of policies differ in an inner-city 
neighborhood in the heart of Oakland versus a suburban 
community on the outskirts of Stockton?

Answering these questions isn’t straightforward, in part 
because there is relatively little research that rigorously evalu-
ates the costs and benefits of community development poli-
cies. Indeed, as the quote above by former Federal Reserve 
Chairman Alan Greenspan notes, community development 
has fallen far behind other fields (such as health care or 
welfare reform) in conducting empirical research that can 
help to inform policy decisions. Instead, most evaluations 
tend to be based on case studies, and generally focus on 
outputs (e.g., the number of housing units built) rather than 
outcomes (e.g., the long-term benefits for families and com-
munities). While these studies do help to build knowledge 
in the field, the lack of cost-benefit analyses is problematic, 
since increasingly, policymakers are being called upon to 
prove that expenditures—especially of public dollars— have a 
positive return on investment, and are, thus, justified. What 
does $1 buy? And is that $1 well-spent over the long term?

For most community development policies and programs, 
however, calculating that magical ROI number has proven 
elusive. Perhaps one of the most important factors limiting 
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researchers is the lack of data, both in terms of geographic 
coverage and in terms of subject matter. The U.S. Census, 
which has remarkable detail on neighborhoods and families 
down to the census block level, is only conducted every 10 
years. How can we evaluate the impact of a new housing 
development when it will be 10 years before we can measure 
socio-economic changes in the neighborhood? In addition, 
many data relevant to community development just aren’t 
publicly available, and it has been difficult to generate 
support and funding to add new questions to data such as 
the Census or the Survey of Consumer Finances. As a result, 
we don’t have access to local data on the unbanked, on the 
different wealth and asset profiles of low-income families, 
or on the number of minority-owned microenterprises. We 
even lack publicly available data on mortgage delinquency 
and foreclosure trends–something that in the current crisis 
would do a lot to help target and evaluate interventions. 
Data on program costs are also often difficult to compute; 
most projects are funded through a variety of sources, some 
public and private. As such, computing even the simplest 
benefit-cost analyses becomes problematic.

A second reason for the paucity of community devel-
opment research is the difficulty of accurately measuring 
and quantifying community change. How do you calculate 
a return on investment when there’s no built-in pricing 
mechanism, as there is for an iPhone or a latte? Communi-
ties aren’t petri dishes: they are complicated constellations 
of individual actors, businesses, institutional networks, and 
market forces, most of which are constantly changing and 
evolving. How do you isolate the effects of the interven-
tion from all the other forces acting upon the community? 
Moreover, many of the things that matter in community 
development are very hard to measure quantitatively. For 
example, how do you quantify the effect of a dynamic 
leader at the local nonprofit? How do you place a dollar 
value on the establishment of a new partnership or collab-
orative critical to the program’s success? It is also difficult to 
know when to measure the intended impact: are the returns 
on investment relatively immediate (when a graduate of a 
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job training program finds a job), or do they accrue much 
further down the road (when that same graduate remains 
employed for the next 10 years, never needing to return to 
public assistance)? 

And can numbers really be trusted to tell us the full story? 
Let’s just take a simple example that demonstrates the diffi-
culty of quantifying impact. Is helping one family achieve a 
wage gain of $20,000 a year (and moving to self-sufficiency) 
worth more or less than helping 20 families achieve a wage 
gain of $1,000 a year (and moving off of welfare)? Or should 
they be valued the same? While the push for more account-
ability and demonstrated impact of community develop-
ment policies is a laudable goal, often, we find that reducing 
our work to a single number just doesn’t feel right. 

The third barrier to more ROI research in community 
development – and this may be the hardest to overcome – is 
fear about the consequences of a negative evaluation. This 
fear is legitimate: historically, community development 
activities have been drastically under-funded in relation to 
community development needs, and competition for federal 
dollars has always been fierce. Do we really want to publish 
a study that shows little or no impact? The lack of regular 
evaluations that allow mid-course tweaking of programs 
means that when an evaluation does come out, the stakes 
are really high. The research isn’t used to ask the question, 
“How can we improve this program based on the findings?”, 
but rather, the research is used to justify eliminating the 
program entirely. Since few of us believe that low-income 
communities would be better off with even less money, the 
motivation to do rigorous research is missing. And of course, 
nonprofits and other agencies relying on those dollars have 
even less incentive to share data and let researchers in their 
midst. But imagine the richness of the discussion that we 
could have around CDBG, HOPE VI or individual develop-
ment accounts if the question wasn’t about whether these 
projects should be cut, but rather how to use more funds 
more effectively?

So is the quest for policy relevant community devel-
opment research futile? Can the fast-moving, sound-bite 
heavy, political nature of policy-making ever be reconciled 
with the costly, time intensive, and often complicated and 
nuanced findings of community development research? As 
a researcher, I hope the answer is yes. While there are many 
examples of policies that have been adopted without regard 
to any real research evidence, there are powerful examples 
of where research has informed policy to the significant 

benefit of low-income families. The Earned Income Tax 
Credit (EITC) is an apt example. Research demonstrating 
the impact of the EITC and its role in incentivizing work 
was critical to its expansion in the early 1990s, and helped 
to build bipartisan support for the credit during the debates 
surrounding welfare reform. Today, the EITC has become 
one of the federal government's largest and most effective 
antipoverty programs. Research can help us to make pro-
grams more efficient, helping more people for less public 
outlay.2 And good research can help us to figure out which 
programs deserve to be replicated at a broad scale. 

Yet	doing so will require a reinvestment in both data col-
lection and research. The past decade has seen a significant re-
trenchment in research funding. To provide just one example, 
a recent evaluation of the Department of Housing and Urban 
Development’s (HUD) research department found that while 
research conducted was of high quality and helped to identify 
ways to improve programs such as Section 8 housing vouch-
ers, CDBG funding allocations, and fair housing regulations—
often saving taxpayer dollars—the budget for research at HUD 
was cut by more than a third between 2000 and 2006.3 The 
report aptly summarizes the irony of the current situation: 
“For a department that spends more than $36 billion of 
taxpayer money each year on a variety of housing and com-
munity development programs, there is virtually no money 
available to the one quasi-independent office in the agency 
charged with evaluating how these program funds are spent, 
assessing their impact, and researching ways to make programs 
more efficient and effective.”4 

Changing this paradigm will require investing in research 
at the front end of every project, and not just seeing evalu-
ation as an afterthought or as part of tedious reporting re-
quirements. Funders need to see the value of research, build 
money for it into their programmatic grants, and be patient 
about the time it will take to both see and document out-
comes. This includes banks investing in communities as part 
of the Community Reinvestment Act. For example, a grant 
for a financial education program should be accompanied 
by a grant to develop the program’s evaluation, including 
a data collection model, training for staff, and perhaps a 
contract with a local university researcher who can analyze 
the data. Government agencies also need to be more diligent 
about collecting and disseminating local data: for example, 
foreclosure filings at the county recorders office could be 
recorded electronically and made accessible through the 
web. More efforts for training and engaging new researchers 
in community development—through journals, conferences, 
and internships—would also help to build a formal body of 
knowledge about what works in the field. With this knowl-
edge, we will be able to develop and replicate innovative and 
effective policies, and no longer need to prove that invest-
ing in low-income communities has a significant return on 
investment, now and over the long-term. 

Research can help us to make programs 
more efficient, helping more people for less 
public outlay.
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